Shipping instruction for RLS Plants Germany and RDNL Plant Netherlands

The following terms and conditions shall apply to shipments of goods for which Rheinmetall Landsysteme GmbH or Rheinmetall Defence Nederland B.V. is the freight cost recipient and which do NOT contain any goods subject to approval.

The contractor is obliged to make the consignments of goods available for collection three working days before the delivery date. Notification of collection must be made with DB Schenker by 2 p.m. one working day before the goods are made available.

If deliveries arrive at the client with delay due to late notification, the client reserves the right to assert corresponding rights due to the delay in delivery.

Only the following listed companies shall be contacted for shipments:

- for transports with gross weight exceeding 30 kgs: DB Schenker
- for transports with gross weight under 30 kgs: TNT-Express.

Our customer ID for TNT-Express reads as follows:

For shipments to plant in Germany: 70059144
For shipments to the plant in Netherlands (Ede): 133379

Contact person of the forwarding agency DB Schenker:
Phone: +49(0)561 9515 444
Fax: +49(0)561 9515 449
email: rls-inbound.kassel@dbschenker.com

For "free domicile" deliveries, where your company is the freight payer, this registration procedure must not be used.

Of course a transport with DB Schenker or TNT-Express is permitted at your own conditions. The same applies to returns of complaint orders.
Please note that the order reference (order and position number) must be passed on to the service provider and that this information must be noted on the delivery documents.

In case of non-compliance with these requirements, we reserve the right either not to acknowledge any costs incurred or to invoice them at our agreed freight rates.

For deliveries of goods which contain goods subject to approval, please contact Mr. Sahr at thorsten.sahr@dbschenker.com or Mr. Eisenträger at daniel.eisentraeger@dbschenker.com.

If you have any questions, please contact your responsible purchaser.